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HEADLINE SUMMARY NOVEMBER 29, 1956

CZECHOSLOVAK:

RUDE PRAVDA EDITORIAL DISCUSSES THE ALBANIAN "ROAD TO SOCIALISM" ON THE OCCASION OF THE ALBANIAN STATE HOLIDAY.

POLISH:

W. SOKORSKI COMMENTS ON THE "NEW STRUGGLE FOR SOCIALISM IN POLAND" AND STRESSES THAT THE GOVERNMENT IS DECIDED TO OPPOSE ALL THOSE WHO WOULD WISH TO DEViate IT FROM ITS ROAD, RETURN TO STALINISM OR TO RESTORE CAPITALISM.
ZAWADSKY AND LOGO-SOWINSKI SENT TELEGRAMS TO TITO AND YUGOSLAV TRADE UNIONS ON THE OCCASION OF THE YUGOSLAV LIBERATION DAY. W. NOBOSZYSKI HAS BEEN NAMED NEW EDITOR-IN-CHIEF OF THE WEEKLY "NOWA KULTURA".
"TRYBUNA LUDU" EDITORIAL WAS BROADCAST INSTEAD OF USUAL DAY'S COMMENTARY. UNDER THE HEADLINE "WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THIS DEMAGOGY" THE EDITORIAL POINTS OUT THAT "WE MUST COMBAT ALL THAT HAS REMAINED BAD FROM THE OLD PERIOD".

HUNGARIAN:

NEPSZABADSAG EDITORIAL OF NOV. 28 ADMITTED THAT MANY COLLECTIVES HAVE BEEN DISSOLVED AND THEIR NUMBER THUS "SUBSTANTIALLY REDUCED." MANY FARMERS DO NOT WANT SOCIALISM, AND WILL NOT BE FORCED INTO IT. HOWEVER, THE GOVERNMENT WILL CONTINUE GIVING FULL SUPPORT TO ALL FARMERS. EXISTING SOLID COLLECTIVES SHOULD POINT THE WAY AHEAD. - THE HUNGARIAN RAILWAYS ABOLISHED THE NORM SYSTEM. - THE GOVERNMENT MADE PUBLIC A DECREE ON PAYMENT OF WAGES FOR NOVEMBER; WORKERS WHO STAYED OFF THE JOB AFTER NOV. 26 MOSTLY WILL NOT GET PAID. - GYOR RADIO ON WEDNESDAY DEMANDED THE END OF JAMMING; SOUND ARGUMENTS SHOULD BE USED INSTEAD.
ALBANIAN. — (Nov. 28-Tirana: 1900) In his speech on occasion of Albania's Independence and Liberation Anniversary today, Defence Minister Beqir Balluku, after reviewing achievements of people's regime, denied right to freedom for such criminals as Dalijindreu, Kiri Gega, and Petru Bullati (note: recently executed) "because they had planned to overthrow people's regime and were in the pay of foreign powers". He also condemned imperialist aggression on Egypt and imperialist action in Hungary.

Most of the speech, however, was devoted to condemning Tito's Pula speech. Dealing with Tito's attitude toward Hungarian events, Balluku called Nagy "traitor and bandit". Balluku affirmed that Albanians will never follow Yugoslav patterns.

EAST GERMAN—Dsender carries a special report on the activity of leading Hungarian counter-revolutionaries on West German territory. Prof. Eisler in the days commentary describes the danger of NATO and the Middle East crisis. Guenther Leuschner in commentary defends Syrian actions and attacks western plot against this country.

RUSSIAN—Pravda leader criticizes ministries and party organizations for shortcomings in construction of metallurgical enterprises. Radio and TASS carry Kadar's interview to Pravda and Komsomolskaya Pravda.

YUGOSLAV—"Politika", November 29 continues discussion with Pravda on Tito's speech (Tanjug & Nov 28th).—Italian CP denied news on cancelling some party delegates' visit to Yugoslavia (Zagreb, Nov 28, 1930 hrs).—Speaking at the UN General Assembly, YugoforeignSecretary Popovic declared that he believes in a positive revolution in Hungary (Zagreb, Nov 23, 1930 hrs).—The CC member Stambolic in an article in "Borba" of Nov 29 under the title "Between the Two Congresses" stresses that the principle of self-management of working people which is being applied in Yugoslavia, is the general one (Zagreb, Nov 29, 0800 hrs).

ROMANIAN.—(Nov. 28-Buch: 1600) The ninth session of the Grand National Assembly ended today after adopting government's declaration of Rumanian people's desire for peaceful collaboration with all countries. The assembly also adopted proposal to send greetings of solidarity with Magyar working class and people, and approved text of reply to USSR Supreme Soviet concerning appeal to all world parliaments.

(Buch: 0815) Scanteia, commenting on Albania's Anniversary, editorially said "Albania is example in anti-imperialist fight.

BULGARIAN:

Party Secretary Zhivkov and other leaders addressed a rally of the Fatherland Front in Sofia. - Rabotnichesko Delo editorial of Nov. 29 was on Albania.
RUSSIAN HIGHLIGHTS — NOV. 28-29, 1956

1. METALLURGIC INDUSTRY PROBLEMS. — MOSCOW (NOV 29, 0700 HRS), TODAY PRAVDA LEADER IS TITLED "TO BUILD MORE SPEEDILY METALLURGIC ENTERPRISES. PRAVDA SAYS THAT THE SIXTH FIVE-YEAR PLAN PROVIDES FOR A MIGHTY RAISING OF SOVIET HEAVY INDUSTRY AND CITES SOME GREATER UNITS WHICH SHOULD BE COMPLETED DURING THIS PERIOD, FOLLOWING THE DIRECTIVES OF THE TWENTIETH PARTY CONGRESS, SOVIET PEOPLE DO ALL TO KEEP THE BUILDING INDUSTRY IN PACE WITH THE CONTEMPORARY REQUIREMENTS. HAVING GIVEN SOME DETAILS ABOUT SUCCESSFUL ENTERPRISES, PRAVDA SAYS THAT IT MUST BE ADMITTED, THAT THE BUILDING OF METALLURGIC ENTERPRISES AND PARTICULARLY OF COAL MINES IN THE EASTERN PART OF THE COUNTRY LAGS BEHIND THE TASKS. HERE PRAVDA GIVES SOME EXAMPLES OF UNFULFILLED BUILDING PLANS AND STRESSES, THAT THE BUILDING PROGRAM FOR THIS YEAR IN THE SOKOLOVSKO-SARBAISKII COMBINE HAS BEEN COMPLETED BY LESS THAN ONE HALF."

MINISTRIES GUILTY. — PRAVDA THEN CRITICIZES THE USSR MINISTRY OF CONSTRUCTION OF METALLURGIC AND CHEMICAL ENTERPRISES, WHICH DOES NOT DISPLAY DUE ATTENTION TO STRENGTHENING THE PRODUCTION BASIS OF ITS WORKING SITES, ESPECIALLY IN THE EASTERN PART OF THE COUNTRY. THE MINISTRY CONTINUES WASTING FUNDS AND MATERIALS, AND POORLY INTRODUCING ADVANCED COLLECTIVE METHODS. PREPARATIONS FOR SOME CONSTRUCTIONS ARE ALSO POOR. WE CANNOT RECONCILE OURSELVES TO THE CONSTANT DECREASE OF THE VOLUME OF WORK CONCERNING CONSTRUCTION OF FERROUS METALLURGY INSTALLATIONS. IT NOW AMOUNTS TO ONLY 44 PERCENT.

PRAVDA ALSO CRITICIZES THE USSR MINISTRY OF FERROUS METALLURGY FOR DELAY IN TECHNICAL DOCUMENTATION AND IN DELIVERY OF EQUIPMENT. —

PARTY RESPONSIBILITY. — THE FACTS SHOW, PRAVDA SAYS, THAT MANY PARTY ORGANIZATIONS COPE WITH THE PROBLEM OF CONSTRUCTION OF METALLURGIC ENTERPRISES, WITHOUT A PROFOUND KNOWLEDGE OF THE BUSINESS. THUS, IN KAZAKHSTAN, DESPITE THE ATTENTION DEVOTED TO FERROUS METALLURGY AND VISITS ON THE SPOT BY TOP FUNCTIONARIES, THE CONSTRUCTION PROGRAM HAS NOT BEEN COMPLETED EVEN BY A HALF. KRASNOYARSKI PROVINCIAL PARTY COMMITTEE AND THE KHAAKASSKI REGIONAL PARTY COMMITTEE DEVOE LITTLE ATTENTION TO CONSTRUCTION OF MINING BASE IN ABAKAN.

2. KADAR'S INTERVIEW. — MOSCOW (NOV 29, 0700 HRS), IN AN INTERVIEW ON NOV 26 TO PRAVDA AND KOMSOLONAKAYA PRAVDA, THE HUNGARIAN PREMIER KADAR SAID INTER ALIA THAT THE SOVIET GOVERNMENT NOT ONLY HELPED TO STOP THE BLOODSHED IN HUNGARY AND PREVENT THE RESTORATION OF CAPITALISM, BUT HAS PREVENTED THE CREATION OF A HOBBED OF WAR.

KADAR THEN SAID THAT HUNGARY HAS REJECTED HAMMARSKILD'S TRIP TO HUNGARY, AS THE HUNGARIAN EVENTS "ARE OUR OWN INTERNAL AFFAIR AND WE DEFEND OUR SOVEREIGNTY."

3. AWARDS. — MOSCOW (NOV 28, 2230 HRS), THE LABOR RED FLAG ORDER HAS BEEN AWARDED TO THE PAPER "PRAVDA VOSTOKA" AND TO DIRECTOR-OF THE VOLKOSKAYA MTS IN THE KHRAKOV REGION IVAN LUKICH KOVAL.

4. NEWS IN HEADLINES. — NOTE: RADIO MOSCOW REPORTS ON FOLLOWING NEWS (SEE ALSO TASS IN ENGLISH): CHINESE ASSEMBLY DELEGATION LEFT TASHKENT FOR MOSCOW ON BOARD OF A "TU-104" PLANE; BULGARIN GAVE A LUNCHEON IN HONOR OF THE ROMANIAN GOVERNMENTAL DELEGATION; A MOSCOW WORKERS MEETING WAS DEVOTED TO SINO-SOVET
FRIENDSHIP, CHAIRMAN OF SOVIET PEACE DEFENCE COUNCIL TIKHONOV SPOKE; ALBANIAN ENVOY IN MOSCOW PRIFTI GAVE RECEPTION ON OCCASION OF THE ALBANIAN NATIONAL HOLIDAY-BULGANIN, MOLOTOV, KHRUSHCHEV, TARASOV, YASNOV AND OTHERS ATTENDED; SOVIET - FINNISH TALKS ON COMMODITY LISTS CONCERNING 1957 DELIVERIES; SOVIET NOTE TO AUSTRIA CONCERNING THE KILLING OF A SOVIET SOLDIER ON AUSTRIAN TERRITORY; VOROSHILOV SENT TELEGRAM TO TITO ON OCCASION OF YUGOSLAV REPUBLIC DAY; VOROSHILOV, BULGANIN AND KHRUSHCHEV SENT A TELEGRAM TO ALBANIAN LEADERS LLESKI, SHEBU AND HOXHA ON OCCASION OF ALBANIAN LIBERATION ANNIVERSARY; A SCIENTIFIC SESSION OF THE HUMANITARIAN DEPARTMENTS OF THE USSR ACADEMY OF SCIENCES YESTERDAY WAS DEVOTED TO PLEKHANOVOV BIRTHDAY ANNIVERSARY; VOROSHILOV RECEIVED NEW INDONESIAN ENVOY, WHO PRESENTED HIS CREDENTIALS; SOVIET MINISTER OF HEALTH KOVRIGINA IN PRESS CONFERENCE ON HEALTH MEASURES IN USSR.

CZECHOSLOVAK MONITORING HIGHLIGHTS

NOV 28, 29, 1956 PRAGUE I UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED

1. PRICE REDUCTION OF CONSUMER GOODS
(NOV 29, 0600 HRS AND BRATISLAVA 0600 HRS AND 0700 HRS)
THE CC CP. AND THE CZSL. GOVERNMENT DECIDED TO REDUCE RETAIL PRICES OF CONSUMER GOODS, ESPECIALLY OF FOOD PRODUCTS.
THE REDUCTION CAN BE CARRIED OUT ON GROUNDS OF GOOD RESULTS ACHIEVED IN PROGRESS OF NATIONAL ECONOMY. THIS 6TH PRICE REDUCTION IS A FURTHER STEP TO THE FULFILLMENT OF THE 10TH CONGRESS AND OF THE NATIONAL CP CONFERENCE RESOLUTIONS. ON GROUNDS OF THIS REDUCTION, THE CZSL. WORKING MASSES WILL BE ABLE TO SAVE 1.4 MILLIARDS OF CZSL. CROWNS IN THE COURSE OF 1 YEAR.
THIS REDUCTION IS EFFECTIVE ON DEC 3, 1956.
THE PRICE REDUCTION RANGES FROM 4 PERCENT (BEEF) TO 45.9 PERCENT (FISH).

2. RUDE PRAVO EDITORIAL
(NOV 29, 0510 HRS) UNDER THE HEADLINE:
"THE DIRECT ROAD OF ALBANIAN PEOPLE TO SOCIALISM"
TODAY'S RUDE PRAVO PUBLISHES AN EDITORIAL DEALING WITH THE SOCIALIST ACHIEVEMENTS OF THE ALBANIAN PEOPLE. TODAY, FESTIVE MEETINGS OF THE ALBANIAN PEOPLE TAKE PLACE THROUGHOUT ALBANIA, MARKING THE "LIBERATION DAY".
THE EDITORIAL GIVES A BRIEF HISTORY OF SOCIALISM IN THE COUNTRY.
THE EDITORIAL ADMITS THAT THE LIVING STANDARD OF THE ALBANIAN PEOPLE IS LOWER THAN THE ONE IN ANY OTHER PEOPLES' DEMOCRACY.
CONCLUDING, THE EDITORIAL STRENGTHS THE CZECHOSLOVAK - ALBANIAN FRIENDSHIP.

3. ON HUNGARY.
(NOV 29, 0500 HRS) ACCORDING TO THE HUNGARIAN PRESS AGENCY, NEW AMNESTY IS BEING PREPARED IN THE COUNTRY. IT WILL CONCERN HUNGARIAN CITIZENS WHO LEFT THE COUNTRY AFTER OCT 23, 1956, AND WILL RETURN TO HUNGARY BY THE END OF THIS YEAR.

(NOV 29, 0500 HRS) BUDAPEST RADIO ANNOUNCED THAT SPECIAL CENTERS FOR HUNGARIAN REFUGEES WHO ARE RETURNING TO THE COUNTRY WERE ESTABLISHED IN GYŐR, ZALAYECSEG AND SZOBATY. THESE CENTERS TAKE CARE ABOUT TRANSPORTATION OF REFUGEES TO THEIR FAMILIES.

4. FOREIGN RELATIONS
(NOV 28, 1900 HRS) ZAPOTOCKY SENT A CABLE TO TITO, CONGRATU-
LATIN IN THE OCCASION OF THE YUGOSLAV STATE HOLIDAY
(NOV 28, 1900 HRS) ZAPOTOCKY, SIROKY AND NOVOTNY SENT TELE-
GRAMS TO THE LEADING PERSONALITIES OF ALBANIA CONGRATULATING
THEM ON THE "LIBERATION DAY".
(NOV 28, 2200 HRS) THE ALBANIAN AMBASSADOR IN PRAGUE YESTERDAY
GAVE A RECEPTION MARKING THE ALBANIAN STATE HOLIDAY. BARAK,
DOLANSKY, FIERLINGER, KOPECKY, NOVOTNY, SIROKY, JANKOVCOVA,
HENDRYCH, KOEHLER, SLECHTA, PLOJHAR AND KYSELY WERE PRESENT.

5. DOMESTIC NEWS
(NOV 28, 1900 HRS) TODAY'S PLENARY SESSION OF THE GOVERNMENT
DEALT WITH THE PROBLEM OF FOUNDATION OF NEW SPORTS ORGANIZATION
AND DECIDED TO SUBMIT THE DRAFT OF THIS DECREE TO THE NATIONAL
ASSEMBLY. THE GOVERNMENT FURTHER APPROVED THE NEW PENAL CODE,
CRIMINAL LAW, AND THE DRAFT ON NEW ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
OF COURTS.

6. LECTURES - COMMENTARIES
(NOV 28, 1740 HRS) CP SECRETARY IN GOTTWALDOV INGRI SAYS
ABOUT CRITICISM. "OUR ENEMIES INTEND TO MAKE FUN OF OUR IDEA OF
CRITICISM STATING THAT WE REMAIN AT SOME STALINIST PLATFORM
AND ALLOW CRITICISM ONLY IN THE CONCEPTION OF STALINIST DISCIPLINE"
(NOV 28, 1100 HRS) TWO LISTENERS SENT LETTERS TO D. STARAK,
ANSWERING HER BROADCAST ON AUSTRIA. BOTH LETTERS ATTACK STARAK SAYING
THAT SHE OBSERVED AUSTRIA THROUGH "DARK GLASSES" AND FORGOT
ALL THE LUXURIOUS PRODUCTS WHICH CAN BE OBTAINED THERE AND FORGOT
ESPECIALLY THE LIBERTY WHICH SHINES FROM THE EYES OF ALL AUSTRIANS.

7. AGAINST RFE
(NOV 28, 1900 HRS AND BRATISLAVA 1900 HRS) ACCORDING TO THE
AUSTRIAN PRESS, MANY OF THE HUNGARIAN REFUGEES INTEND TO RETURN
TO THEIR HOMELAND. ÖSTERREICHISCHE VOLKSTIMME WROTE THAT THESE
PEOPLE ARE "VICTIMS OF THE RFE PROPAGANDA".
(NOV 28, 1900 HRS) SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT OF THE CZSL RADIO
IN BUDAPEST EXPLAINS THAT THE RUMORS ON DEPORTATIONS OF INNOCENT
HUNGARIAN STUDENTS AND INTELLIGENTSIA TO USSR WERE, AS USUAL,
INVENTED BY RFE.
(NOV 28, 1100 HRS) LETTER OF LISTENER MARIE VINARIKOVÁ FROM
OSTRAVA DEALS WITH THE RFE BROADCASTS IN CONNECTION WITH THE
HUNGARIAN EVENTS. "I AM ASHAMED OF THE PEOPLE FROM THE WEST
WHO ARE LYING ABOUT THE SITUATION IN HUNGARY. WE ALL RECALL THE
RED ARMY WHICH CAME TO LIBERATE US. THE SOVIET SOLDIERS DID
NOT COMMIT ANY MURDERS IN CSR AND DID NOT, THEREFORE, COMMIT
ANY ALSO IN HUNGARY. FASCISTS AND FORMER LAND OWNERS CAME TO
HUNGARY, AND I WOULD LIKE TO ASK RFE WHAT THESE "BOSSES"
DID IN HUNGARY."

POLISH MONITORING HIGHLIGHTS
NOV 28-29, 1986

1. HOME NEWS - COMMENTARIES (NOV 28)
(2000 HRS WARSAW II) WIKTOR WOROSZYSKI HAS BEEN NAMED
NEW EDITOR-IN-CHIEF OF THE WEEKLY "NOWA KULTURA".
WALERIAN BIERDZAJEWSKI, DIRECTOR OF THE WARSAW OPERA, DIED
YESTERDAY AT THE AGE OF 73.
(1500 HRS) TWO LEADING OFFICIALS OF THE LODZ ZMP ORGANIZATION,
INCLUDING THE CHAIRMAN, HAVE RESIGNED THEIR POSTS. YOUTH
ACTIVISTS AT A MEETING DEMANDED THE DISSOLUTION OF ZMP AND
ITS REPLACEMENT BY A NEW ORGANIZATION.
(1500 HRS) THE EXECUTIVE OF THE POLISH-SOVIET FRIENDSHIP SOCIETY MET IN WARSAW ON WEDNESDAY UNDER THE CHAIRMANSHIP OF STEFAN IGNAR, CHAIRMAN, WHO CRITICIZED THE ORGANIZATION'S ACTIVITIES. THE SOCIETY'S NEW TASKS WILL BE IN LINE WITH THE POLISH-SOVIET DECLARATION.

(0800 HRS) ON INITIATIVE OF THE EDITORS OF "POPROSTU" A MEETING OF REPRESENTATIVES OF VARIOUS WARSAW PLANTS AND INSTITUTIONS MET IN THE CAPITAL YESTERDAY TO DISCUSS THE PRE-ELECTION CAMPAIGN. THE ROLE OF THE SEJM AND SYSTEM OF CANDIDATES WERE DISCUSSED. IT WAS DECIDED TO CALL AN ORGANIZATIONAL COMMITTEE OF AN OCTOBER FRONT. AN OCTOBER FRONT COMMITTEE WAS APPOINTED WHICH WILL COLLABORATE CLOSERLY WITH THE MEDIATION COMMISSION OF POLITICAL PARTIES AND SOCIAL ORGANIZATIONS.

(2015 HRS WARSAW II) INSTEAD OF THE DAY'S COMMENTARY, WEDNESDAY'S "TRYBUNA LUDU" EDITORIAL WAS BROADCAST. ENTITLED "WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THIS DEMAGOGY", THE EDITORIAL SAID THAT WE MUST COMBAT ALL THAT HAS REMAINED BAD FROM THE OLD PERIOD. BUT THERE ARE DEMAGOGUES WHO NOT ONLY EITCE VARIOUS PERSONAL SCORES, BUT TRY TO SOW NEW CONFUSION. THE PARTY WILL, HOWEVER, DEFEND THE HONOR AND DIGNITY OF THOSE IDEALISTIC MEN WHO SERVED TOGETHER WITH THE WHOLE PARTY, AND ARE BEING REBORN WITH IT. SOME PEOPLE HOPE THAT TOGETHER WITH STALINISM THEY WILL BURY SOCIALISM. THE ENTIRE PARTY WILL COMBAT SUCH DEMAGOGY.

(2115 HRS) COMMENTARY BY WŁODZIMIERZ SOKORSKI, "INDEFENCE OF SOCIALIST DEMOCRACY", SAID THAT FOR MANY YEARS STALINISM TRIED TO IDENTIFY ITSELF WITH COMMUNISM. FROM COMMUNISM AROSE THE STRUGGLE AGAINST THE STALINIST SYSTEM, STRUGGLE FOR SOCIALISM, POLAND'S SOVEREIGNTY AND FOR DEMOCRACY. NOW, THE PARTY IS DECIDED TO OPPOSE ALL THOSE WHO WOULD WANT TO DEVIATE IT FROM ITS ROAD, RETURN TO STALINISM OR TO RESTORE CAPITALISM.

2. THURSDAY MORNING NEWSCASTS
(NOV 29, 0600, 0800 HRS) CHAIRMAN OF THE COUNCIL OF STATE ZAWADZKI AND HEAD OF TRADE UNIONS LOGA-SOWINSKI HAVE SENT TELEGRAMS TO PRESIDENT TITO AND THE YUGOSLAV TRADE UNION HEAD ON THE OCCASION OF YUGOSLAVIA'S LIBERATION DAY. THE PREMIER HAS APPOINTED TADEUSZ OCIOŁZYSKI DEPUTY MINISTER OF SHIPPING AND JULIUSZ KULICHOWSKI DIRECTOR-GENERAL OF THE MINISTRY. GOMULKA, IGNAZ, LOGA-SOWINSKI, JAWORSKA AND KULICHOWSKI ARE TO ADDRESS A POLITICAL ACTIVE IN THE PALACE OF CULTURE. FOREIGN MINISTER RAPACKI YESTERDAY MET FOREIGN AND POLISH JOURNALISTS. POLISH LEADERS HAVE SENT TELEGRAMS TO ALBANIAN LEADERS ON OCCASION OF ALBANIA'S LIBERATION DAY.

3. OTHER NEWS (NOV 28)
(2100 HRS) A TALK ON EMIGRE PRESS REACTION TO THE EVENTS IN POLAND.
(0730 HRS) KRAJ BROADCAST DENOUNCED A NY HERALD TRIBUNE INTERVIEW WITH MIKOŁAJCZYK, AND NOTED THAT RFE SEVERAL TIMES REPEATED AFTER SOME AGENCY THAT KRZEŚINSKA HAD JUMPED 6, 85 METERS AT THE OLYMPIC GAMES IN MELBOURNE.
(0836 HRS) MUSIC AND TOPICAL EVENTS COMPARED "BORBA" AND "NEUES DEUTSCHLAND" OPINIONS ON THE IMRE NAGY KIDNAPPING.
(1905 HRS) FEUILLETON BY ZAWADZKA DEVOTED TO YUGOSLAVIA'S NATIONAL HOLIDAY.
1. ASSEMBLY SESSION
(Nov. 28–Buch. III: 1380) AT SESSION OF GRAND NATIONAL ASSEMBLY
TODAY, VICE PREMIER STEFAN VOITEC PRESENTED GOVERNMENT
DECLARATION CONCERNING THE SOVIET DISARMAMENT PROPOSALS. DE-
PUTIES APPLAUDED PASSAGES REFERRING TO RPR GOVERNMENT'S FO-
REIGN POLICY, TO UNSHAKABLE FRIENDSHIP WITH THE OTHER SOCIA-
LIST COUNTRIES, TO SOVIET EFFORTS FOR DISARMAMENT AND INTER-
ATIONAL RELAXATION. THEN MANY DEPUTIES TOOK THE FLOOR IN DE-
BATES ON THE AGENDA'S POINT THREE, AND DECLARED THEY WOULD
VOTE FOR THE ADOPTION OF THE GOVERNMENT'S DECLARATION EXPRESS-
ING THE RUMANIAN PEOPLE'S DESIRE FOR PEACE AND COLLABORATION
WITH ALL COUNTRIES. CHAIRMAN OF THE FOREIGN AFFAIRS
COMMISSION TEODOR IORDACHESCU THEN PRESENTED THE ASSEMBLY'S
CO-REPORT BY WHICH THE ASSEMBLY FULLY AGREES TO THE RPR GOVERN-
MENT'S DECLARATION AND RECOMMENDS ITS APPROVAL. HE THEN
READ THE DRAFT DECISION PROPOSED BY THE FOREIGN AFFAIRS COM-
MISSION, AND THE ASSEMBLY UNANIMOUSLY ADOPTED IT. DEPUTY ACAD.
MIHAIL SADOVANU STRESSED IN HIS SPEECH THE SIGNIFICANCE OF
DECISIONS TAKEN BY ASSEMBLY, ADDING THAT THEY WERE A COMPLETION TO
BRIGHT ACHIEVEMENTS OF RUMANIAN PEOPLE UNDER PEOPLE'S REGIME.

SOLIDARITY WITH MAGYARS—THE ASSEMBLY
UNANIMOUSLY ADOPTED THE PROPOSAL MADE BY DEPUTY FLORIAN
DANALACHE TO SEND GREETINGS OF SOLIDARITY TO MAGYR WORKING CLASS
AND PEOPLE.

APPEAL TO WORLD'S PARLIAMENTS—CHAIRMAN
OF G.N.A. CONSTANTIN FABRUNESCU READ AND THE ASSEMBLY UN-
ANIMOUSLY APPROVED THE REPLY OF THE GRAND NATIONAL ASSEMBLY TO
THE USSR SUPREME SOVIET CONCERNING THE APPEAL TO ALL WORLD'S PARLIAMENTS

2. SCANTEIA LEADER ON ALBANIA
(Nov. 29–Buch. III: 2170) UNDER HEADING "GREAT FESTIVITY OF BROTHER
ALBANIAN PEOPLE." SCANTEIA TODAY LISTS EDITORIALLY
ALL ACHIEVEMENTS SCORED BY ALBANIANS UNDER THE PEOPLE'S
REGIME IN THE TWELVE YEARS AFTER THEIR "LIBERATION."

RPR–ALBANIAN RELATIONS—
CONCERNING FRIENDLY RELATIONS BETWEEN RPR AND PEOPLE'S
ALBANIA, SCANTEIA REMINDS THAT THE TWO COUNTRIES HAVE AN
INCREASINGLY WIDER MUTUAL TRADE. THAT THEY EXCHANGE VISITS OF
WORKERS, THAT ALBANIAN STUDENTS ATTEND RUMANIAN UNIVERSITIES,
ETC.

ALBANIAN EXAMPLE IN ANTI-IMPERIALIST FIGHT—
SCANTEIA READS ON: IN THEIR DESPERATE ATTEMPTS TO SPLIT
AND WEAKEN THE FORCES OF PEACE AND PROGRESS, THE IMPERIALISTS
STRIKE THEIR UTMOST TO SHAME THE UNITY AND FRIENDSHIP EXISTING
AMONG THE SOCIALIST COUNTRIES, BUT ALL THEIR ATTEMPTS
ARE DOOMED TO FAILURE. THE EXAMPLE OF ALBANIA IS CLEAR
PROOF THAT THE UNITY OF THE SOCIALIST COUNTRIES IS THE GUAR-
ANTEE OF THEIR INDEPENDENCE AND PEACEFUL DEVELOPMENT, AS
WELL AS OF THE VICTORY OF SOCIALISM...

3. US POSITION RE EGYPT
(Nov. 29–Buch. III: 2700) BUCHAREST RADIO UN SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT
SAID AMERICAN PAPERS SHOW TREND TO PROVE THAT US POLI-
CY OF IMMEDIATE PULLOUT FROM EGYPT IS WRONG. THE US IS FAR
FROM INCREASING ITS PRESTIGE IN ASIA. MANY PAPERS PROPOSE TO
RETURN TO POLICY OF MILITARY BLOCKS, OF NATO CONSOLIDATION,
ETC., WHICH WOULD MEAN, INSTEAD, LIQUIDATION OF ALL US PRESTI-
GE IN ASIAN COUNTRIES. DEVELOPMENT OF HUNDREDS OF MILLIONS
PEOPLE CANNOT BE HINDERED ANY LONGER. (... —)
4. RPR AND THE MIDDLE EAST.
(Nov. 28 - Buch II: 1600) At the Assembly Session this morning Chairman Parvulescu read Syrian Parliament’s message asking the Romanian people to support the just cause of Egypt. The Grand National Assembly adopted text of reply affirming that Romanian people harshly condemn aggression against Egypt as well as all plots against Arab countries. Parvulescu then declared the session closed.

5. HUNGARY.
(Nov. 28 - Buch II: 1600) At press conference in Salzburg, a spokesman of Austrian administration has disclosed that forty Hungarians in the Steinenheim refugee camp have expressed desire to return home and that 28 have left the camp.
(2200) According to Berliner Zeitung Hungarian refugees are being recruited as mercenaries for the foreign legion while Hungarian women are destined to night public premises. Other refugees are being recruited for Belgian mines in Belgium or Congo.

ROMANIAN AID --- (2200) Another 206 carloads of Romanian aid have been sent to Hungary, including oil, building materials, etc. so far Hungary has received some 1,370 carloads of Romanian aid.

6. RPR PRESS ON SYRIA - US.
(Nov. 29 - Buch: 0615) Under heading "Imperialist Plots Against Syria" Scanteia Timoetului condemns the US "double game" in that country, the US try to replace the British and French there, but the Arabs will manage to frustrate the imperialist plots.

7. FOREIGN RELATIONS.
(Nov. 28-Buch: 1700) An exhibition of Yugo books has opened in Bucharest on occasion of Yugo Republic anniversary.
(2200) Hundred books of Romanian authors have been published in 4,500,000 copies in the USSR.
-in Bucharest yesterday; RPR and Yugoslavia signed accord on film trade.
(2300) Groza, Stoiica and Gheorghiu Dej have wired wishes to Tito on Yugo anniversary, expressing joy also of Romanian people for increasing development and consolidation of friendly Yugo-Romanian collaboration.
-Gheorghiu Dej, Apostol, Bodnaras, and many other top officials tonight attended reception given in Bucharest by Yugo envoy on Yugo Republic anniversary. Friendly atmosphere.

BULGARIAN MONITORING HIGHLIGHTS
NOVEMBER 29, 1956

1. RABOTNIČESKO DELO LEADER.
SOFIA (Nov. 29, 0630 HRS) Headlined: “FRATERNAL GREETINGS TO THE HEROIC ALBANIAN PEOPLE,” THE ARTICLE IS DEDICATED TO THE 12TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE ALBANIAN “LIBERATION” FROM THE FASCIST REGIME.

2. FATHERLAND FRONT PUBLIC MEETING.
SOFIA (Nov. 28, 1800 HRS) The National Council and the Sofia City Committee of the Fatherland Front called a large public meeting this evening in hall “Bulgaria” in Sofia. The hall itself, the neighboring streets and the garden behind the mausoleum of Georgi Dimitrov were overcrowded with citizens from all city sections of the capital. The presidium of the meeting was composed of the President of the Presidium of the National Assembly - Georgi Manyanov; the Prime Minister - Anton Yugo; members of the Politbureau and the CC of the BCP; members of the National Council of the Fatherland Front;
MEMBERS OF THE PERMANENT BOARD OF THE BULGARIAN AGRARIAN UNION, PUBLIC AND CULTURAL WORKERS.

THE MEETING WAS PRESIDED OVER BY FERDINAND KOZOVSKI, SECRETARY OF THE NATIONAL COUNCIL OF THE FATHERLAND FRONT. OPENING THE MEETING, KOZOVSKI SAID: "COMRADES, THIS MEETING WAS CALLED TO ACQUAINT OUR AND FOREIGN PUBLIC OPINION WITH THE WORK OF THE FATHERLAND FRONT IN CONNECTION WITH INTERNAL AND INTERNATIONAL EVENTS AND ITS ATTITUDE TOWARD THEM."

SPEAKERS OF THE EVENING WERE: Todor Zhivkov, First Secretary of the CC of the BCP; Georgi Trayanov, Secretary of the Bulgarian Agrarian Union; Kikin Georgiev, Member of the National Council of the Fatherland Front; and the Writer Angel Karaliychev, Member of the Presidium of the Union of Bulgarian Writers.

All speakers reviewed the recent events in the Near East and Hungary, attacking the West and the international reaction in the well-known Soviet manner, praised the line adopted by the BCP and the Government after the plenary session of the Central Committee in April and September of the current year, the measures taken since for rectification mistakes of the past, and the improvement of the general well-being of the Bulgarian people; all declared their decided unity around the BCP, the people's Government, the Fatherland Front, and unconditioned friendship toward the great Soviet Union for fight against the attempts of the international reaction to start a new world war.

The meeting voted a resolution in the above sense.

3. RELATIONS WITH KOREA.

Sofia (Nov. 28, 2330 hrs.) On 23 November, an agreement for scientific and technical collaboration between Bulgarian and Northern Korea was signed in the N. Korean capital.

4. FRONTIER QUESTIONS WITH YUGOSLAVIA.

Sofia (Nov. 28, 2330 hrs.) From 22 to 26 November, the Central Joint Bulgarian-Yugoslav Frontier Commission had held its sixth regular session in Sofia.

The Commission discussed the work of the joint sectorial frontier commissions, for the period after the fifth regular session of the same.

Negotiations proceeded in a friendly atmosphere.

5. AGAINST RADIO FREE EUROPE.

Sofia (Nov. 28, 2330 hrs.) Radio Sofia quoted a dispatch from Bonn, reporting the demands of the West-German Free Democratic Party to put an end to the activities of the broadcasting station "Radio Free Europe."

6. TRADE WITH TURKEY.

Sofia (Nov. 28, 2330 hrs.) Today, a Turkish governmental trade delegation arrived in Sofia to discuss the fulfillment of the trade agreement between the two countries of 25 February 1955, and study the possibilities for broadening the trade exchange between Bulgaria and Turkey.

EAST GERMAN 28/29 NOV 56

1. HUNGARY - R.F.E.

Note: Reports on Hungary say refugees in Austria expressed desire to return home (see A.D.N., 68). Dispatches also report on continued assistance to Hungary.
2. MIDDLE EAST
(DS. 2100 HRS) QUOTING FIRST LORD OF ADMIRALITY SPEAKING TO BRITISH UPPER HOUSE, THE DESERNDER SAYS THE SPEECH CONFIRMS RUMORS ABOUT BRITISH AND AMERICAN SHIPS HAVING FIRED AT EACH OTHER IN THE EASTERN MEDITERRANEAN AREA.

THE BROADCAST ALSO SAYS THAT SELWYN LLOYD, ON RETURN FROM THE US, CONFIRMED DIFFERENCES BETWEEN US AND BRITAIN.

GUENTHER LEUSCHNER, IN COMMENTARY EXPLAINING THE SITUATION IN SYRIA, SAYS AMERICANS HAVE NOT BEEN ABLE TO PLAY THE PEACE-ANGEL ROLE IN SYRIA, BECAUSE THE SIXTH US FLEET SURELY HAS NOT DISPATCHED HALF OF ITS UNITS TO THE EASTERN MEDI-TERRANEAN JUST FOR ENTERTAINMENT. (DS, 1910 HRS)

3. CSR - PRICE CUT.
CCCP AND GOVERNMENT OF CSR DECIDED ON A NEW EXTENSIVE PRICE - REDUCTION TO BE EFFECTIVE ON DEC. 3 (RADIO DDR 0500 HRS/29.11)

4. TRAIN CONNECTION.
A DAILY TRAIN CONNECTION BETWEEN BERLIN AND COPENHAGEN WILL BE INTRODUCED ON DEC. 16 (RADIO DDR 0500 HRS/29.11)

5. ADENAUER HAS PROMISED HELP.
"GERMAN FREEDOM STATION 204" STRESSES IN A COMMENTARY ON THE ATTITUDE OF GREAT BRITAIN AND FRANCE, THAT THEY, INSTEAD OF WITHDRAWING TROOPS, BRING NEW FORCES INTO THE COUNTRY AND ORGANIZE A SURPRISE ATTACK AGAINST SYRIA. REFERRING TO ADENAUER'S SOLIDARITY STATEMENTS IN PARIS, THE COMMENTATOR POINTS OUT, THAT ADENAUER HAS PROMISED MILITARY HELP AGAINST EGYPT TO GREAT BRITAIN AND FRANCE. (2000 HRS/28.11)

YUGOSLAV HIGHLIGHTS --- NOV. 28-29, 1956

1. TANJUG BRIEFS.
SLAVKO KOMAR ON YUGO AGRICULTURE (1); PEKO DAPCEVIC ON YUGO MERCHANT FLEET (3); INDONESIAN ECONOMIC DELEGATION ARRIVED IN BELGRADE (4); HUNGARIAN DELEGATION FOR YUGO ASSISTANCE TO HUNGARY LEFT BELGRADE FOR HOME (5); BELGRADE PAPERS SPECIAL EDITIONS ON YUGO STRUGGLE FOR INDEPENDENCE, EQUALITY AND PEACE IN THE WORLD (6); GREEK AMBASSADOR IN BELGRADE PHILON ON YUGO-GREEK RELATIONS (7); "POLITIKA" POLEMICS WITH SOVIETS ON TITO SPEECH (8); YUGOSLAVIA SIGNED EUROPEAN CONVENTION ON SOCIAL INSURANCE OF WORKERS (9); A YUGOSLAV "FILM WEEK" INAUGURATED IN PEKING (10).

2. ITALIAN CP DENIES.
The ITALIAN CP LEADERSHIP DENIED TODAY NEWS OF SOME ITALIAN PAPERS, THAT THE PARTY HAS CANCELLED THE VISIT OF SOME PARTY DELEGATES TO YUGOSLAVIA BECAUSE OF THE NEW POLITICAL SITUATION. IT IS STRESSED IN THE DENIAL, THAT RELATIONS BETWEEN THE TWO PARTIES ARE BEING CONTINUED IN SPIRIT OF FRIENDSHIP AND PROLETARIAN SOLIDARITY (ZAGREB, NOV 28, 1950 HRS).

3. POPOVIC ON LATEST EVENTS.
SPEAKING AT THE UN GENERAL ASSEMBLY, YUGO FOREIGN SECRETARY KOCA POPOVIC DECLARED THAT HE BELIEVES IN A POSITIVE EVOLUTION IN HUNGARY. THE PROCESS OF ADAPTATION OF RELATIONS BETWEEN USSR AND EAST- EUROPEAN COUNTRIES IS PROGRESSING, AS IT HAS BECOME AN INDISPENSABLE NECESSITY (ZAGREB, NOV 28, 1950 HRS).

4. EGYPTIANS WELCOME YUGO TROOPS.
AL GUMHURIA WRITES, ANGLO - FRENCH AUTHORITIES WILL DO ALL TO PREVENT DEMONSTRATIONS OF EGYPTIANS IN PORT SAID THE ARRIVAL OF YUGO UN CONTINGENT. (ZAGREB, NOV 28, 1950 HRS)
5. ANGLO-AMERICAN DIFFERENCES.

DRAGAN MIHAILOVIC REPORTS FROM LONDON AND ANGLO-AMERICAN DIFFERENCES AND QUOTES BRITISH RADIO WHICH ATTACKED EISENHOWER WHO REFUSED TO SEE SELVYN LLOYD AND PREFERRED TO PLAY GOLF. (ZAGREB, NOV 22, 1950 HRS).

6. DOMESTIC NEWS.

NOTE: "THE DAY OF REPUBLIC" WILL BE FESTIVELY CELEBRATED ALL AROUND THE COUNTRY ON NOVEMBER 29TH.

THE YUGOSLAV FEDERAL NATIONAL ASSEMBLY CONTINUED AT ITS YESTERDAY SESSION THE DEBATE ON 1957 DRAFT SOCIAL PLAN (ZAGREB, NOV 23, 1950 HRS).

THE PRESIDENT OF REPUBLIC EXECUTIVE COUNCIL OF BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA OSMAN KARABEGOVIC COMMENTED AT A PRESS CONFERENCE ON PROBLEMS OF THE REPUBLIC ECONOMY (BELGRADE, NOV 26, 1950 HRS).

7. PRESS REVIEW.

"BORBÁ" NOVEMBER 29 PUBLISHED AN ARTICLE BY CC MEMBER PETAR STAMBOVIC TITLED "BETWEEN THE TWO CONGRESSES" GIVING SUMMARY OF ACHIEVEMENTS IN THE DOMAIN OF SELF-MANAGEMENT. STAMBOVIC INTERPRETS ALIA SAYS, THAT THE YUGOSLAV COMMRISTS HAVE NEVER THOUGHT THAT THE CONCRETE FORMS OF THE SOCIALIST DEVELOPMENT IN YUGOSLAVIA COULD HAVE ANY OTHER INFLUENCE BUT THAT OF A NORMAL EXCHANGE OF EXPERIENCE BETWEEN THE SOCIALIST COUNTRIES. THEY CONSIDER THAT THE PRINCIPLE OF SELF-MANAGEMENT OF WORKING PEOPLE WHICH IS BEING APPLIED IN YUGOSLAVIA, IS THE COMMON ONE. ZAGREB (NOV 29, 0500 HRS).

NOTE: YUGO BROADCASTS DID NOT QUOTE POLITIKA'S ARTICLE DEALING WITH PRAVDA'S ATTACKS AGAINST TITO'S SPEECH, GIVEN IN TANJUG & NOV 28TH.

ALBANIAN MONITORING HIGHLIGHTS 28-29 NOV, 1956

BALKAN ON TITO.
(TIRANA, 1950 HRS): IN HIS SPEECH, ON OCCASION OF ALBANIAN INDEPENDENCE AND LIBERATION ANNIVERSARIES, MINISTER OF DEFENSE BEQIR BALIKU ALSO DEALT WITH TITO'S PULA SPEECH.

HE SAID THAT TITO'S SPEECH IS IN CONTRADICTION WITH MARXISM-LENINISM. TITO, ANALYZING THE HUNGARIAN SITUATION, SAID THAT PROGRESSIVE WORKERS' CLASS HAS ATTACKED THE PEOPLE'S GOVERNMENT; THIS THESIS IS WRONG, SINCE IT DENIES THE CLASS FIGHT, DENIES THE ACTIVITY OF ENEMIES, AND IDENTIFIES THE PEOPLE WITH THE HORTHYSTS.

NAGY TRAITOR AND BANDIT.
COUNTER-REVOLUTION HAS BEEN ORGANIZED FROM OUTSIDE, INCLUDING AUSTRIA. COUNTERREVOLUTION HAS FOUND THE SUPPORT OF THE BANDIT AND TRAITOR, NAGY, WHO FLED INTO THE YUGOSLAV EMBASSY, BUT FOR THE INTERVENTION OF SOVIET ARMED FORCES, SOCIALIST ORDER WOULD HAVE BEEN DISCONTINUED IN HUNGARY, WHICH COULD HAVE BEEN IN THE INTEREST OF ONLY THE REACTION.

20TH CONGRESS AND YUGOSLAVS.
OUR (ALBANIAN) PARTY HAS APPROVED OF THE DECISIONS TAKEN BY THE 20TH CONGRESS OF THE CPSU; AND THIS, ALBANIAN PARTY CONGRESS HAS RELIED ON THE 20TH CONGRESS. IN THIS CONGRESS, STALIN'S PERSONALITY CULT HAS BEEN CRITICIZED. THE YUGOSLAV CP HAS APPOINTED ITSELF COUNSELLOR, AFTER THE 20TH CONGRESS, AND THIS HAS BEEN AN EXAGGERATION.

YUGO WAY TO SOCIALISM.
TITO FOCUSED ON 20TH CONGRESS ONLY IN ORDER TO DEFAME SOVIET UNION AND TO CREATE CONFUSION AMONG WORLD SOCIALISTS. HE DIVIDES COMMUNISTS IN STALINISTS AND NON-STALINISTS.
BALLUKU ON YUGOSLAVS.

YUGOSLAVS PRETEND THAT THE YUGO WAY TO SOCIALISM IS THE ONLY SOCIALIST ROAD, WHILE MARXISM - LENINISM TEACHES THAT SOCIALISM IN EACH COUNTRY CONFORMS TO THE PARTICULAR CONDITIONS OF THE COUNTRY.

ALBANIANS MARXISTS, NOT YUGOS.

THE ALBANIAN COMMUNIST PARTY, SAYS BALLUKU, DECLARES THAT THERE IS ONLY ONE ROAD TO SOCIALISM, THE MARXIST - LENINIST ONE, AND THE GREAT SOVET EXPERIENCE. THE YUGOSLAV ROAD IS NOT FOR THE ALBANIAN PARTY, BECAUSE IT HAS NOTHING OF VALUE FOR US; THE DOUBLE - FACED YUGO ROAD ASSERTS THAT AMERICAN AID AMOUNTING TO 700,000,000 DOLLARS SERVES FOR CONSTRUCTION OF SOCIALISM.

YUGO INTERFERENCE.

YUGOSLAVS SAY THEY DO NOT INTERFERE WITH DOMESTIC AFFAIRS OF OTHER COUNTRIES, BUT TITO'S SPEECH URGING THE ACCEPTANCE OF YUGO WAY TO SOCIALISM IS ITSELF AN INTERVENTION. YUGOSLAV LEADERS, SINCE 1944, HAVE BRUTALLY INTERFERED WITH THE DOMESTIC AFFAIRS OF ALBANIAN PARTY AND STATE, NOT ONLY BY PROPAGANDA, PRESS, AND RADIO, BUT ALSO BY AGENTS.

YUGO - ALBANIAN RELATIONS.

BALLUKU, CONTINUING HIS SPEECH SAYS: WE HAVE EXTENDED OUR HAND, IN MARXIST - LENINIST MANNER, TO YUGOSLAVS IN ORDER TO NORMALIZE OUR RELATIONS; BUT TITO INVITES ANTI - STALINIST LEADERS, WHO FOLLOW THE NEW SOCIALIST ROAD, TO OVERTURN THE OLD LEADERS.

BALLUKU SPEECH.

CONTINUING HIS SPEECH, BALLUKU SAYS THAT THOSE WHO FOLLOW TITOS THEORIES ARE ONLY RENEGADES AND ENEMIES. ALBANIANS HAVE UNMASKED ANTI-MARXIST TRAITORS IN FOREIGN SERVICE.

PERSONALITY CULT.

ACCORDING TO TITO, PERSONALITY CULT DERIVES FROM THE SOVIET SYSTEM; BUT THIS IS A COMPLETELY ERRONEOUS THEORY.

YUGO ATTACKS ON FRANCE'S C.P.

ALBANIA IS THE BEST EXAMPLE OF YUGOSLAV INTERVENTION, AND OF ANTI-MARXIST ACTIVITY OF YUGOSLAV LEADERS, IN THE PAST AND AT PRESENT. EVEN THE FRENCH COMMUNISTS HAVE BEEN ATTACKED BY TITO; THE FRENCH COMMUNISTS FIGHT FOR MARXISM-LENINISM, AND THEREFORE ENJOY THE RESPECT AND THE HELP OF ALL COMMUNISTS IN THE WORLD.

NEVER YUGO WAY.

LONG APPLAUSE EARNED BALLUKUS ASSERTION THAT ALBANIAN COMMUNIST PARTY WILL FOLLOW MARXIST LENINIST PRINCIPLES, AND NEVER WILL LISTEN TO YUGOSLAV LEADERS. WE ARE FOR GOOD RELATIONS WITH THE YUGOSLAVS, BASED ON THE PRINCIPLES OF NON-INTERFERENCE WITH DOMESTIC AFFAIRS OF EACH OTHER.

ON EXECUTED ALBANIANS.

IN A FORMER PART OF THE SPEECH, BALLUKU HAS STATED THAT ALBANIAN DEMOCRACY SHOULD NOT SERVE TO FACILITATE THE ACTIVITY OF SPIES LIKE DALI NDREU, LIRI GEGA, PETRO BULLATI. THERE HAVE BEEN MISTAKES ALSO WITHIN OUR PARTY AND GOVERNMENT, HE ADDS, BUT THEY WILL BE ELIMINATED BY OUR DEMOCRATIC METHODS.

2. THE PRESS.

(NOV. 28-TIRANA: 0715) ZERI I POPULLIT: NOV. 27 IS THE DAY OF NATIONAL INDEPENDENCE REACHED 44 YEARS AGO. ONLY TODAY, UNDER THE PEOPLES REGIME, THIS EVENT IS JUSTLY APPRECIATED.

ZERI I POPULLIT AND BASHKIMI DEVOTE MOST OF THEIR PAGES TO THIS ANNIVERSARY.
3. BALLUKU SPEECH.—
(Nov. 28-RITANA:1950) FOLLOWING IS FIRST PART OF SPEECH DELIVERED BY MEMBER OF PARTY BUREAU CC BEQIR BALLUKU TO MARK TWELFTH ANNIVERSARY OF ALBANIA'S LIBERATION.
IN THE LAST TWELVE YEARS ALBANIA HAS SCORED MORE PROGRESS THAN IN CENTURIES BEFORE. INDUSTRY EARLIER WAS NEARLY INEXISTENT, AND SO WERE RAILROADS; FARMING WAS AT A VERY LOW LEVEL; NO LAND RECLAMATION WAS MADE; COTTON AND BEET WERE UNKNOW... 

WHA OWNED THE LAND BEFORE.—
BEFORE THE COUNTRY'S LIBERATION, SOME 20,000 PEASANTS' FAMILIES, THAT IS 55 PERCENT OF ALBANIAN PEASANTS, OWNED ONLY 9.33 PERCENT OF ALBANIA'S ARABLE LAND, WHEREAS 40 PERCENT OF SUCH AREA WAS THE PROPERTY OF 4,733 RICH FAMILIES, AND SEVEN NOBLE FAMILIES OWNED 14,544 HECTARES.

IT MUST ALSO NOT BE FORGOTTEN THAT DAMAGES CAUSED BY WW II IN ALBANIA TOTALLED ONE BILLION DOLLARS (1935 VALUE). ALL BRIDGES HAD BEEN DESTROYED, ALL PORTS HEAVILY DAMAGED, AND SO TELEGRAPH LINES, HYDROPOWER STATIONS, AQUEDUCTS, BALLUKU SAID.

INDUSTRIAL PROGRESS.—IN 1938, INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION WAS 9.8 PERCENT OUTPUT; IN 1955 IT WAS 42.4 PERCENT OF IT. ONE HUNDRED AND FIFTY INDUSTRIAL PLANTS WERE COMMISSIONED UNDER THE FIRST FIVE-YEAR PLAN. IT IS FORESEEN THAN IN 1936 (COMPARING TO 1938) INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION WILL INCREASE AS FOLLOWS: CRUDE OIL 145 PERCENT; COAL 69 TIMES; CHROME 18 TIMES; ELECTRIC ENERGY 2.9 TIMES; TIMBER 33 TIMES; CEMENT SIX TIMES. BALLUKU THEN MADE A COMPARISON BETWEEN ALBANIAN INCREASE OF PRODUCTION AND THAT OF GREECE AND TURKEY. HE WENT ON: IN SECTOR OF INDUSTRY AND MINING, LABOR PRODUCTIVITY UNDER THE FIRST FIVE-YEAR PLAN INCREASED BY 65.7 PERCENT, UNDER THE SECOND IT WILL HAVE A FURTHER INCREASE OF 62 PERCENT.

NEW FACTORIES WERE COMMISSIONED THIS YEAR; THEY INCLUDE THE CERRIK CRUDE OIL REFINERY; THE VLORE FISH AND FRUIT CANNERY, CANNERS IN KORCE, ALBASAN, AND SHKODER; A FACTORY FOR TOBACCO FERMENTATION IN BLEASON; OTHER FACTORIES HAVE BEEN RESTORED AND WILL SHORTLY BE COMMISSIONED, SUCH AS A KNITGOODS FACTORY IN KORCE, TEXTILE FACTORIES IN SHKODER, THE 'ENVER' PLANT, THE CRUDE OIL REFINERY NUMBER TWO IN STALINTOWN, A WORKSHOP FOR MOUNTING OF MOTOR-VEHICLES IN TIRANA.

NEW MINES HAVE BEEN OPENED: ONE OF COPPER IN KURIBENES; ANOTHER OF CHROME IN TROPOJE.

AGRICULTURE.—IN 1955 AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION WAS 63 PERCENT OVER 1938; THE ARABLE LAND UNDER CULTIVATION INCREASED BY 70 PERCENT; CEREAL PRODUCTION INCREASED BY 67 PERCENT; BEET 17 TIMES; TOBACCO THREE TIMES. IN 1956, ANOTHER 15,000 HA WERE RECLAIMED.

UNDER THE FIRST FIVE-YEAR PLAN, TRACTORS IN TERMS OF 15 HP INCREASED BY 2.7 TIMES. THE SECOND FIVE-YEAR PLAN WILL ASSURE 1,196 OF SUCH TRACTORS, 203 COMBINES, 496 SOWING MACHINES; AGRICULTURE, HOWEVER, HAS NOT KEPT PACE WITH INDUSTRIAL PROGRESS.

LAND SOCIALIZATION.—THE AGRICULTURAL COOPERATIVES HAVE ASSURED HIGHER INCOMES THAN IN PRIVATE FARMS. NINETY AGRICULTURAL COOPERATIVES IN 1955 HAD EARNINGS RANGING BETWEEN ONE AND FIVE MILLION LEK, AND ELEVEN HAD INCOMES BETWEEN FIVE AND TEN MILLIONS. AGRICULTURAL COOPERATIVES IN ALBANIA
COVER 39 PERCENT OF THE COUNTRY'S ARABLE LAND; THEY ARE 821 AND TOTAL 35,242 PEASANTS' FAMILIES. THE SECOND FIVE-YEAR PLAN PROVIDES FOR COLLECTIVIZATION OF 70 PERCENT OF THE ARABLE LAND.

HOME BUILDING -- UNDER THE FIRST FIVE-YEAR PLAN, HOME BUILDING TOTALLED 450,000 SQUARE METERS OF LIVING FLOOR IN WORKING CENTRES, AND 17,000 HOUSES WERE BUILT IN VILLAGES. HOMEBUILDING ALLOCATIONS UNDER THE SECOND FIVE-YEAR PLAN WILL BE 27 PERCENT OVER THE FIRST ONE.

BETTER LIVING STANDARDS -- THE FIRST PRICE CUTS RESULTED IN SAVINGS FOR THE POPULATION TOTALING 1,5 BILLION LEK. PRICE CUTS DECIDED RECENTLY WILL RESULT IN 750 MILLION LEK, INCREASED WAGES 300 MILLION LEK, AND INCREASED PENSIONS IN 50 MILLIONS OF ANNUAL BENEFITS FOR THE PEOPLE.

HOSPITALS - SCHOOLS --- IN HOSPITALS, PERSONNEL OF SOCIAL ORGANIZATIONS HAVING LOW WAGES, CAN FIND FREE-OF-CHARGE ACCOMMODATION. (ONE-THIRD) PUPILS ATTENDING ELEMENTARY, SEVEN-YEAR AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS, ARE NOW DOUBLE THE NUMBER IN 1938.

OTHER FIGURES --- RECENTLY CHINA DONATED TO ALBANIA 30 MILLION FREE CURRENCY RUBLES. 26,000 ALBANIANS FELL IN THE FIGHT FOR FREEDOM.

ATTACKS IMPERIALISTS --- THE AMERICAN AND BRITISH IMPERIALISTS HAVE CARRIED OUT PROVOKING ACTIVITIES AGAINST ALBANIA. MANY SPIES AND DIVERSIONISTS SENT BY IMPERIALISTS BY AIR, BY SEA OR BY LAND, HAVE BEEN ELIMINATED. THE WESTERN IMPERIALISTS HAVE FOR LONG TIME OPPOSED ALBANIA'S ADMISSION INTO UN. THEY THOUGHT THEY COULD LIQUIDATE ALBANIA DUE TO HER BEING A SMALL COUNTRY, BUT WE ARE NOT ALONE: ALBANIA IS A MEMBER OF THE WARSAW PACT, AND A FRIEND OF THE USSR AND CHINA.

IMPERIALISTS DREAM OF NEW NAGYS -- OUR ENEMIES HAVE NOT GIVEN UP ALL HOPES. THEY ARE WATCHING IF SOME NEW NAGY ARISES IN DEFENCE OF THEIR CAUSE.

FREEDOM BUT NOT FOR CRIMINALS --- IN BOURGEOIS COUNTRIES, THERE IS DEMOCRACY ONLY FOR THE RICH; IN OUR COUNTRIES DEMOCRACY IS FOR WORKERS. OUR DEMOCRACY HAS ASSURED TO WORKERS, FREEDOM OF SPEECH, OF PRESS, OF ORGANIZATION, ASSEMBLING, OF CREDIT, BUT IT CANNOT ALLOW CRIMINAL ACTION AGAINST THE PEOPLE'S POWER. THERE COULD NOT BE ANY "DEMOCRACY" FOR SUCH SPIES AS DALI NdREU, LIRI GEGA, PETRO BULLATI, WHO PLANNED TO OVERTHROW THE DEMOCRATIC REGIME AND WERE IN THE PAY OF FOREIGN POWERS, IN PRACTICE MANY SHORTCOMINGS HAVE BEEN REMARKED IN OUR DEMOCRACY, BUT THE PARTY AND GOVERNMENT HAVE STRUGGLED TO ELIMINATE THEM.

AGAINST BUREAUCRACY -- THE PARTY AND GOVERNMENT HAVE TAKEN MEASURES AGAINST BUREAUCRACY. THE STATE APPARATUS HAS BEEN SIMPLIFIED.

MORE DEMOCRATIZATION FORESEEN -- MORE DEMOCRATIZATION WILL BE THE RESULT OF THE COMING ELECTION OF DEPUTIES TO PEOPLE'S COUNCILS, SCHEDULED TO BEGIN DEC. 2.

ATTITUDE CONCERNING EGYPT -- TODAY ALBANIA IS UN MEMBER AND IS ALSO A PARTNER IN THE SOCIALIST CAMP. HER INTERNATIONAL ACTIVITIES HAVE INCREASED HER PRESTIGE. ALBANIA'S POLICY IS BASED ON FRIENDSHIP WITH SOVIET UNION.
Just when the world was hoping for international relaxation, the British and French attacked Egypt, causing many casualties. They closed the Suez Canal.

The war caused the aggressors enormous expenses and economic difficulties, world public opinion turned against this aggression.

Bulganin proposed to Eisenhower and UN to take measures against the aggression, but USA-imperialism did not agree with those proposals and, in supporting the aggressors, demonstrated its demagogic position. Only the USSR resolute action has stopped aggression in Egypt. Nevertheless, the aggressors are demonstrating themselves unwilling to withdraw troops from Egypt.

Aggression on Hungary has been prepared by the imperialists and USA-espionage. Fascists and Morth-Militia, who have been trained in American centers and armed by the Americans, have attacked Hungary. In view of this dangerous situation, Hungarian government asked the USSR for aid and the USSR helped to maintain Socialist order.

The USSR and People's Democracies have taken concrete measures to settle international tension and have reduced their armed forces. The USSR proposed armament reduction and control. Socialist system has been more and more reinforced and Imperialism, alarmed by that fact, has set up military, air and naval bases. Millions of dollars have also been spent to send spies and diversionists to people's democracies and to create confusion as happened in Hungary.

3. MORE ON INDEPENDENCE DAY.

(Nov. 28 - Tiran: 1800) On Independence Day, yesterday Goco Nushi spoke in Korce, Spiro Koleka in Gjinokaster, Kadi Hazi in Leshje, Liri Belishova in Berat, Manushi Myftiu in Vlore, Hakmi Llesh in Peshkopi. Today, the Vlore Fish Canning was inaugurated with Vice - Premier Manushi Myftiu attending.

(Senado) In Shkoder, Adil Cercani, Minister of Industry and Mining today inaugurated a Fruit and Vegetable Canning which costs 16 million Lex. Ramiz Alia inaugurated in Elbasan a Fruit Canning with a capacity of 24,000 quintals of fruit.

Hungarian Monitoring Highlights Nov. 28-29, 1956

1. Neepszabadsag Editorial (Nov. 28) on agriculture, (Nov. 28, 0:00 hrs.) The editorial is entitled "The position in the villages": The farmers, no longer afraid that the counter-revolutionaries will take away their land, have finished autumn sowing, with some exceptions. The working class wants to lead the working peasantry on the road to Socialism. However, a large proportion of peasants do not want RPT. Do not want socialism and nobody will force them to it. The entire nation wants well-being and life without tears. For this, above all, enough food is needed. During the past weeks many collectives farms were dissolved, RPT dissolved, and this means that the proportion of large-scale farming in the country has been substantially reduced. However, the disbanded farms were mostly unprofitable ones, and their dissolution
CAN DO NO DAMAGE; BUT IT WOULD BE HARMFUL TO THE COUNTRY IF GOOD AND ECONOMICALLY STRONG COOPERATIVES WERE DISSOLVED. THERE IS NO QUESTION OF ENDING THE COOPERATIVE MOVEMENT AS SUCH - WE WANT TO END ALL FAULTS AND ERRORS IN THIS MOVEMENT. WE WANT COLLECTIVES BEST SUITED FOR HUNGARIAN CONDITIONS,... AND ON A STRICTLY VOLUNTARY BASIS. SUCH COOPERATIVES WILL PRODUCE MORE THAN INDIVIDUAL FARMS... AND THUS SHOW THE ROAD AHEAD FOR EXPANSION OF HUNGARIAN AGRICULTURE. ALREADY, THERE ARE NEW TRENDS: IN SOME PLACES, DISBANDED COLLECTIVES STILL TREAT LIVESTOCK AS COLLECTIVE PROPERTY, AND IN OTHER PLACES SMALL COOPERATIVE GROUPS (KALAKA) HAVE BEEN FORMED FOR CARRYING OUT SOME AGRICULTURAL WORK. THIS PROVES THAT COOPERATIVE FARMING HAS A FUTURE. - FORTUNATELY, MACHINE STATIONS HAVE SUFFERED LITTLE DAMAGE. - THE EDITORIAL FURTHER PLEDGES GOVERNMENT AID TO FARMERS, WHO, IT SAYS, HAVE FULL CONFIDENCE IN THE PEOPLE'S POWER.

2. NORM SYSTEM ABOLISHED ON HUNGARIAN RAILWAYS
   GOVERNMENT DECREE ON WAGES
   (NOV. 28, 1500 HRS.) ON THE INITIATIVE OF THE FREE TU OF RAILWAY WORKERS, THE NORM SYSTEM HAS BEEN ABOLISHED BY THE HUNGARIAN STATE RAILWAYS. ANNUAL PAID LEAVE HAS BEEN FIXED AT 12 TO 33 DAYS, DEPENDING ON LENGTH OF SERVICE.
   (1845 HRS) THE GOVERNMENT HAS ISSUED A DECREE ON PAYMENT OF WAGES FOR THE MONTH OF DECEMBER. THOSE WHO RESUMED WORK BETWEEN NOV 1 AND NOV 20 WILL RECEIVE NORMAL PAY IF CONDITIONS PERMITTED THEIR PRODUCTIVE EMPLOYMENT; IN ANY CASE THEY ARE TO RECEIVE NOT LESS THAN 800 FORINTS. THOSE WHO DID NOT WORK AFTER NOV 20, WHETHER BY COLLECTIVE OR INDIVIDUAL DECISION, WILL RECEIVE NO PAY. HOWEVER, PROVISION IS MADE FOR WORKERS WHO COULD NOT TURN UP FOR WORK FOR REASONS OUTSIDE THEIR CONTROL.

3. OTHER REPORTS (NOV 28)
   (0700 HRS) PECS RADIO REITERATED THAT TEACHING OF RUSSIAN IS NO LONGER COMPELSARY. STUDENTS CAN CHOOSE THEIR OWN FOREIGN LANGUAGE.
   (1000 HRS) THE FIRST FREIGHT TRAINS STARTED RUNNING BETWEEN AUSTRIA AND HUNGARY YESTERDAY.
   (1100 HRS) GYOR RADIO REPORTED THAT AN AMNESTY FOR VARIOUS CRIMES AND OFFENCES IS IN PREPARATION.
   (1200 HRS) KOSSUTH RADIO QUOTED A NEPSZABADSAG ARTICLE COMMENTING ON THE BORBA-PRAVDA DISPUTES. THE ARTICLE QUOTED BORBA AT LENGTH, INCLUDING THE PASSAGE ON ROOTS OF ANTI-SOVET SENTIMENTS IN HUNGARY, BUT LEFT OUT SOME OF THE MORE OFFENSIVE PARTS.
   (1700 HRS) THE HUNGARIAN GOVERNMENT HAS SENT A NOTE TO AUSTRIA REQUESTING HELP IN RETURNING TO THEIR PARENTS THE HUNGARIAN CHILDREN WHO WERE "ABDUCTED" TO AUSTRIA.
   (1930 HRS) 1,000 FLATS WERE DESTRROYED IN BUDAPEST'S 8TH DISTRICT ALONE DURING THE FIGHTING.
   (1600 HRS) ZYCIE WARSZAWY ARTICLE EXPRESSING "WHOLE-HEARTED SUPPORT" FOR HUNGARY BY POLES WAS QUOTED BY VOROSMATY RADIO.
   (1730 HRS) GYOR RADIO SAID THE RADIO FREE EUROPE SHOULD NOT BE JAMMED; SOUND ARGUMENTS SHOULD BE USED INSTEAD. THE REASON THAT PEOPLE LISTEN TO RFE IS THAT HUNG. RADIO DOESN'T ALWAYS TELL THE TRUTH.